NCCM® RK
Long-Life Nonwoven Bridle Rolls

Consistently high friction over remarkably long life
# NCCM® RK

The low pressure alternative—excels in wringer, feeder and vacuum applications

NCCM® RK is an extremely long-lasting nonwoven bridle roll meant for highly demanding applications. Strip slippage is often eliminated due to a high coefficient of friction. Custom-engineered for specific applications, a wide range of sizes are available for a variety of bridle applications. Eliminate slippage and start improving processes today!

## TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

**NCCM R-SERIES PRODUCT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NCCM® RK</th>
<th>Long-Life Nonwoven Table and Bridle Rolls</th>
<th>Nonwoven strength and durability at a realistic price point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- Technically advanced and long-life replacement for wear, scratch or friction-critical BRIDLE rolls

This chart is meant to give an overview and does not provide formal guarantees for any line. Please contact an NCCM representative for further recommendations and technical support.

### NCCM® RK

**Long-Life Nonwoven Table and Bridle Rolls**

- Consistently high friction over a remarkable long life

**FEATURES**

- Very long life
- High coefficient of friction
- Cut resistant
- Porosity

**BENEFITS**

- Reduced replacement cost
- Reduced inventory cost
- Reduced maintenance cost
- Reduced strip slippage
- Increased line speed
- Increased process control

For more information visit us online at NCCMCO.com or contact us at sales@nccmco.com